2020

Here you can see the South facade main lights over both doors and the street dormer.
		
		

Here you can see the newly installed gooseneck lamp over the
Northwest door. There is one over the Northeast door as well.

2020

Here you can clearly see the “pin lights” that shine directly into
the street bollard tops.

You can see the the lighting on the sidewalk that extends into
the street.
The Pin Lights throw a lot of light into the plaza for safety.
Looking North to the Historic Presidential Oyster Bay
Railroad Station. The tops of the bollards “glow” so
drivers can see them.

2020

At the end of the last day of our contract work. Painting on the
West and South walls has been completed as was staining of all
the wood trim. Even the doors and windows received their green
color and finally, all of the concrete window & door sills were
cleaned of any paint residue and are all the same grey color.
Neither facade has looked this good since 1902!! It will almost
be a shame to cover the beauty of the West wall when we add the
passenger sheds.

2020

This view is of the finish stained bead board under the South
roofline. With the green windows and doors, this stain color
really “POPS”!

Here is a view looking up at the unfinished Front cross beam
looking directly at the finished stucco.

The bollards received a new finish treatment on the very top
portion. Notice that it looks rough compared to the smooth black
finish on the body. We plan on installing outdoor lighting which
will have pin lights shining directly on these tops. The finish will
cause these tops to shine brightly and make the easily visible to
drivers at night.

2020

Our original contract with TML. Called for completing only
the front (South) side of the station. Using a credit from our last
contractor who worked on the West wall, we had Tim Lee and
his crew sand all of the wood and continue the stain/sealer to
complete this wall as well. We also had Him do a couple of
touch ups to the stucco and paint to match the south wall.
A full on view of the West wall showing the wood work after all of
the sanding has been completed but before any stain put on.

A photo of the in progress priming (light red color) with the finish
coat juxtaposed against the East wall which has had ZERO work
done to the masonry.
The North West corner showing both unsanded (darker) wood
against sanded (lighter) wood. The trim detail on the bottom left
may be extended lower to match the south corner.

2020

A long view of two workers staining the wood trim.
A full on view of the South facade with no scaffolding after
completing the staining and paint work.

A close up of the stain being applied. You can clearly see the
difference in the wood color before and after the stain has
been applied.
Another view of the underside of the South roof line woodwork.

2020

If you look closely to the roof rafters, you can clearly see how
these rafters were lengthened with “scarf” joints which is a method of adding wood.

Working from the top of the roofline down.

Since the two pieces are of different eras of wood, old versus new
growth, TML’s crew will adjust the penetrant level to more closely
match the color.

2020

Now that the paint removal has ended, its time to begin applying
the stain.
This is the South East sidewalk overhang. You can see the raw
wood between the stained headboard. .

It all has to be applied by hand and rubbed into the wood.

2020

Here you can see the unpainted stucco embedded with shells
along with the truss rod and plate. Using a gel type stripper and
power washing, all of the years of paint were removed from the
Stucco on the south facade.

A before shot of the west facade showing the two panels under the
lower windows still painted.
An after shot of the west
facade showing the two
panels after paint removal
has been completed.

2020

A view of the east frame showing the paint removed along with
the covering over the active paint stripper.

A close up view of the West 2 window frames after paint removal.

2020

This view shows the same panel in the first photo after the stucco
and shells have been re-applied.

Here you can see the different wood species and how paint
removal has uncovered the colors of the actual wood.
This is the area where the
bathroom addition was added
to the main building and you
can clearly see a vertical
crack which was not visible
when painted. This will be
repaired as the building will
not be settling anymore since
we underpinned it a
few years ago.

2020

The newly fabricated windows of the ticket office on the North
(track side) of the building. New transforms were created and
installed as well.

The Newly fabricated West Ticket window and transom.

2020

New sashes and glass adorn the North west windows.

The newly fabricated East ticket window and transom. The
transom frame had to be created to fit the transom as the LIRR
removed the entire frame and installed a window A/C unit.

2020

Here’s a view looking East of the bollards being lined up before
installation.
In order to keep our
south roofline safe from
errant truck strikes,
we worked with the
Town of Oyster Bay to
have safety bollards
installed. Here is one
of the inserts freshly
installed in the street.

2020

Here you can clearly see the pink string as the layout for the
stanchion center lines.
						
Same thing looking East.
						

2020

Here is our master Mason, Bill Bourne drilling the holes to allow
the stanchion “cans” to be installed into the street.

First hole is dug.

2020

Ensuring the proper depth for the “can”.

Here, the worker is placing the first “can” into its hole. You can
clearly see the rest of the holes.

2020

All of the stanchions have been installed and fastened down.

Looking East at the installed posts.
						

2020

The next phase in the restoration of our Historic Presidential Railroad Station has begun.
Recently, we were fortunate to be the recipient of a $100,000 matching grant from the Robert D.L. Gardiner
Foundation for this phase of the restoration of President Theodore Roosevelt’s home railroad station.
In addition to what the photos show, we will also be installing safety bollards on the street side of the
station to keep errant vehicles from hitting the building and striking the extended roofline.
Please support the continued restoration of the home station of President Theodore Roosevelt as you can.
This view shows the work done to remove all of the paint from
the main beam above the roof trusses. Here you can clearly
see both the stripped and unstripped woodwork above the
brick and the stripped windows. That little spot of paint was
where there was a lighting fixture which was removed.

Looking East, all of the trusses have been stripped
as were the dormer windows.

2020

The wood under the roof is of two eras. The wood on the left with
the new rafter tails was installed a few years ago while the wood
to the right over the painted rafters is original and needs to be
stripped. This work is ongoing.

This portion of the building is the Northwest corner facing the
LIRR tracks. From about 1965 until April 2020, this doorway was
solid brick and the 2 windows were bricked up leaving only small
sealed windows at the top of the openings.
When originally completed in 1902, this building opened with
fanfare for President Theodore Roosevelt with no less than
5 entries! 2 on the North, 2 on the south and 1 on the west wall.

2020

Also in the track side of the building, this North East wall had
the original sidelights bricked in an the original doorway was
replaced with a cheap commercial aluminum unit. This and the
other new doorway will get new sills which are onsite.

Here Is the ticket bay where you can see that the lower transoms
as well as the upper moveable windows have been removed for
new units or restoration of the originals. Thankfully, we have
found an expert in Rhode Island.

2020

And finally, a view from the inside looking out the Northwest wall. As we’ve been working on this
building all these areas were just cinder block and brick. The stud wall in front of the right hand
window currently holds our electric service box but this wall will be removed when we receive our
new underground electrical service which will be in the room behind the fireplace.
Hopefully, by the end of April 2020, we will be able to look out these windows.

2020

Brick work being started on the 1901 bathroom addition

Here, the vertical line of bricks in the center is the remains of the
original 1889 east side exterior wall. The addition was quickly
and poorly tied into the original structure so through the years it
settled and “shifted away” from the main building.

2020

Here, you can see how the masons wove the brick repairs in. You can see the slopes of the new infill, but no cracking.

